


Oslo- Green Capital 2019
A sustainable city walk

This capital has a lot of ”faces”: the new innovative environmental 
friendly center, the Oslo fjord and the big forest area. Everything within 
15-25 minutes from each other. A destination for all seasons and all 
group sizes for meetings, conferences and incentives. A combination of 
nature and culture with many possibilities and combinations. One day 
you can walk through the new environmental friendly city center with 
sustainable elements of architecture, art installations and immigration 
street food projects, combined with biking along the beaches and moving 
from there into kayaks' or discovering the Oslo fjord with zodiac or sailing 
boats 



Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
am - Sustainable developement in 

Bjørvika. Lecture 1 hourVibeke 
Hermanrud

- Visit of  Deichman Library
- Technical visit with the arcjtiect of 
the opera

- Lecture and visit of the first 
european sustainable stadium.

-  Visit of the opera with the 
architect company Snøhætta who 
built it.

-

Public boat to 
Frammuseum, then from 
there 3 zodiac boats and 
tour through the Oslo fjord 
with storytelling

Lunch Vippa- Streetfood hall (also 
immigration and start-up project)

Boarding a sailing boat and tour 
through the Oslo Fjord with lunch on 
board.

3 hours rental

Lanternen on peninsula 
and on the fjord.

pm In the early afternoon 
arrival. Transfer to 
Hotel Amerikalinjen or 
Grand Hotel

Bike tour with Vigelandpark, visit 
foodhall and Vulkan (sustainable 
area) and former industrial area. 
Also visiting beaches

Back in town by 16:00 and free time Back by public boat and 
pick up luggage and 
transfer to the airport

Dinner Louise in the former 
Shipyard area

In a  forest cabin Sculpture park Ekeberg (has won 
international prices)





Grand Hotel- classical cool 
and right at the main street 

in Oslo





Day 2 in September 2020

We start with a lecture of the company who developed the entire new area called “Barcode”. 
This takes about 1 hour and from here we walk to both the Deichman Library and Munch 
Museum which opens in May 2020 and is built by the company Lambda.
Then walk to the Street food hall VIPPA at the waterfront which is an immigration and start-up 
project. We will meet the manager who will shortly talk about the project . For lunch we sit on 
long tables, get coupons to choose our own meal.

In the afternoon a 3 hours bike tour where we also visit the amazing Vigelandpark, the former 
industrial area with a lot of street art and a food hall for a Norwegian  speciality and beer 
tasting.

Back in town approx. 16:30-17:00

Dinner tonight in a cosy wooden built forest cabin, where we walk down to in 15 minutes, but 
are picked up from there after dinner by bus.



Lecture from Bjørvika 
development



Barcode



Barcode seen from the sea side



Sørenga – new sustainable 
appartement area



Deichman Library



Munch museum



Streetfood hall for lunch



Bike tour with street art



Old part of Oslo



Art installation Oslo-part of 
the bike tour



Vigeland sculpture park



Eco- quarter VULKAN



Stop at a delicacy shop and 
tasting





Before dinner a local 
folklore group dancing and 
playing typical instrument



Forest cabin for dinner



Day 3 in September 2020

We start with a visit of the Opera built by the architect Snøhætta. We will have 
one of that office  showing us around and explain the concept of it.

Then we take a bus to the sports arena Bislet stadium which is the first 
stadium in Europe which is focussing on all levels on sustainability. They have 
enormous technical installation for solar power and so on.

One of the main people will show us around.

Afterwards short transfer to the center where we board a historic sailing boat 
and enjoy a 3 hours sailing trip with lunch through the Oslo fjord with its 40 
islands.

Back around 16:00 and in the evening dinner at the restaurant Ekeberg with 
an amazing view and a sculpture park which won several European prices.





Oslofjord



Sailing tour through the 
Oslofjord



Ekeberg Restaurant





Sculpturepark



Day 4 in September 2020

We wlak to the pier where we take the public boat to the peninsula Bygdøy. 
Here right at the waterfront is the original sailing boat FRAm with which 
Nansen and Amundsen crossed the poles.

We first watch a film about the expeditions and then walk on the boat.

Afterwards we get picked up by 3 zodiac boats and explore again in a different 
way the Oslo Fjord. It will be a great ending of the stay because the 3 boats 
will partly drive next to each other and it is a mixture of a “speedy” experience 
with storytelling.

We end for lunch at the restaurant Lanternen also right at the waterfront and 
after lunch we either take the public boat into town or the bus picks us up and 
has already the luggage and we drive to the airport



Frammuseum



Zodiactour through the 
Oslofjord





Lunch at Lanternen on the 
peninsula Bygdøy


